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Abstract 
Goles, E., Lyapunov operators to study the convergence of extremal automata, Theoretical 
Computer Science 125 (1994) 329-337. 
In this work we associate discrete Lyapunov operators to a class of automata networks called 
extremal automata. These operators allow us to characterize the steady state and to give bounds for 
the transient time. 
1. Introduction 
Let G=( V, E) be a finite, undirected, connected graph with values xi~Q= 
14 l,..., qn} assigned to each vertex. In this paper we shall study the parallel dynamics 
induced by the synchronous application of extremal rules (ER), i.e. each vertex value 
remains unchanged or it takes the maximum or the minimum between its neighbors. 
Particular cases of this class of discrete dynamical system were first proposed, in the 
framework of enhancement of digital images [S]. Convergence and transient time 
results have been developed in [l, 41 where, for particular cases of ER; e.g., the forced 
move-stay rules (FES), it was proved that in steady state there exist only fixed points. 
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Furthermore, for the nearest-extremum rule (NE), a quadratic bound, 0( 1 VI 2), was 
obtained in [ 11, but no examples of effective 0( 1 VI’) transient time were given. 
In this paper we study convergence and transient bounds for some extremal rules. 
More precisely, we exhibit a simple ER, the max-min rule, which has an O(l VI”) 
transient time. Furthermore, there exists a Lyapunov functional (i.e. decreasing 
operator in the transient phase) which permits to give a 0( lV12) bound for the 
max-min rules. Both results prove that the order of the bound is reached. 
On the other hand, we study, from the Lyapunov functional point of view, the NE 
class proposed in [l]. Concretely we exhibit a Lyapunov functional driving its 
synchronous dynamics which permits us to give an 0( 1 VI 2, transient bound as in [ 11. 
2. Extremal rules 
Let &= {je V/(i, j)EE}, the function 5: Q Ir’l + Q is an extremal rule (ER) iff 
fi(xj: jE I$)E{mi, xi, Mi) and A(xj: jE I$)=xi if Xi#lmi,MiC, 
i.e. vertex i remains unchanged or it changes only to extremum value in its neighbor. 
It is obvious that ER contains FES rules. In the FES case Xie]mi, Mi[ implies 
f;:(xj: jE v)E{mi,Mi}. A na o 1 g ous to the FES convergence theorem stated in [l], 
the synchronous update on ER converges to fixed points. To prove that, it is 
sufficient to consider the smallest value in a periodic orbit which changes. 
For ER, the problem is to obtain bounds for the transient time, i.e. given a graph 
G = (V, E) with ER update rules, one defines 
r(G)= 
max{t/tal, x(t)+x(r--l))* 
0 otherwise. 
In this context, there exist classes of ER such that r(G) = 0( I VI 2). 
Let us define the max-min rules (Mm) as follows: Let {Iw,l,} be a partition of V. 
Let { fi} be a set of ER and define 
ViEI,, fi(Xj: jE K)#Xi * fi(Xj: jCZ K)=Mi, 
ViEI,, ~(Xj: jE Vi)#Xi * fi(Xj: jE f$)=I?Ii. 
It is not difficult to see that one may always assume that, for Mm rules, the set of 
states is Q={l,..., n> where n= 1 VI. We have the following result. 
Theorem 2.1. Given G=(V,E), the quantity H(x(t))=Cis,, xi(t)-Ciply xi(t) is 
a Lyapunov operator for the synchronous dynamics of Mm on graph G. 
Proof. Given x(t + l), i.e. xi(t + 1) =fi(xj(t): je V,), it is obvious from the definition of 
Mm that xi(t+ l)<xi(t) for iEZ,,, and xi(t+ l)>xi(t) for ill,, SO if x(t+ l)#x(t), 
dH=H(x(t+ l))-H(x(t))<O. 0 
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Corollary 2.2. For Mm, the transient time is bounded by zM,(G)<n(n- 1). 
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Proof. It suffices to remark that 
Il,l-nllwl~H(x(t))~nlZ~l-lZ~l and x(t+l)#x(t) =. IAHI~~. q 
We then have z(G)= 0( I VI’). Furthermore, we can exhibit the following theorem 
for Mm rules quadratic transients. 
Theorem 2.3. There exists G = (V, E) such that, under Mm, Tag = 0( I VI 2). 
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be such that V= { 1, . . . ,2n - 1) and the edges are defined 
follows: 
ViE{l, . . . ,n-1}, VjE{n, . . ..n+i-1}. (i, j )EE, 
Vie(2, . . . ,n-2}, (i-l, i),(i,i+l)EE, 
ViE{n+l, . . . ,2n-21, (i-l, i),(i, i+l)EE. 
as 
Clearly, I VI = 2n - 1. A representation of G, for ( VI = 9 and n = 5, is given in Fig. 1. 
Consider the initial configuration 
x1 (O)=l, and xi(O)=2, ie(2 ,..., n-l}, 
~,+~(O)=k+3, k(0, . . . ,n- l}. 
A particular case is exhibited in Fig. 1. 
Let 1,={1,2 ,..., n-l}, ZM={n ,..., 2n - l} be the sets associated to Mm and the 
local rules. 
For iel,: 
f;.bl,X”, ... ,x,+i_l, Xi)’ ;; y-;=xn+i-l i. 
5 6 7 8 9 
Fig. 1. The graph G with initial configuration (1,2,2,2,3,4,5,6,7) 
122... 2 122... 2 
3 4 5 ... n+2 n+2 -4 4 5 ... n+2 n+2 
site i 
1 
. . . + 1 . . . 2 2 . . . 2 
n+i n+i n+i+l ... n+l n+2 
site i 
1 
-+ 1 . . . 1 2 . . . 2 
n+i n+i n+i+l ... n+l n+2 
site i 
1 
+ 1 . . . 1 2 . . . 2 
n+i n+i+l n+i+l ... n+l n+2 
site i+ 1 
1 
. . . + 1 . . . 1 2 . . . 2 
n+i+ 1 ... n+i+ 1 n+i+l ... n+l n+2 
. . + 1 . . . . . . . . . 1 fixed point 
n+2 . . . . . . n+2 n+2 
It is obvious that the transient time for previous configuration is I:= 2 i = n(n + I)/2 - 
1=O(n2). 0 
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For n+i- leIM: 
fn(X1,X,+1, x2> ... ,X,-l)=Ml iff x,=1 
fn+i-l(xi~xn+i-2~xn+i~xi+l~~~~~xn-l)= 
Mi iff Xi=1 
xi otherwise 
f2n-l(X2n-2,X2n-l)=M 
where mi and Mi are the local minimum and maximum, respectively. 
Let us see the steps of the iteration: 
3. Lyapunov functional for nearest extremum rules (NE) 
Let us consider the NE rule proposed in [ 11, call mi = min {Xj: Jo Vu { i} }, 
Mi=max{xj: jeKu{i)}, where &={j~V7 (i, j)EE} is the neighborhood of vertex iEV’. 
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The new value on vertex i is given by 
(3.1) 
i.e. f(xj: Jo vi) corresponds to the nearest extremum. Note that, without loss of 
generality, one may always assume that no value in set Q is the average of two others 
(see for instance [ 11). Furthermore, the choice qi = (i + 1) + l/(i + l), i = 1, . . . , n verifies 
the previous condition and clearly, mini,j(ai--aj)> 1, maxi,jIai-_ajI <n-(1/2) SO, in 
(3.1) there are no tie-cases. 
The global dynamics updates all the sites synchronously, i.e. let x(t)~Ql~l be the 
configuration at step t, then 
Xi(t+ l)=f(Xj(t): jEK), 1 <i<lVI=n. 
It was proved in [l] that the iteration converges to fixed points in O(n’) steps. To 
achieve the proof, the authors introduce the notion of supreme jumps, which takes 
into account the maximum change of states between consecutive configurations 
during the dynamics history. Here, by using only the local maximum jump approach 
(i.e. between consecutive steps) and some of ideas developed in Cl], we introduce an 
aditive local monotonous operator which is increasing during the transient phase of 
the dynamics; i.e. a discrete Lyapunov operator. 
Let us recall the history approach developed in Cl]. 
Lemma 3.1 (Goddard and Kleitman Cl]). (a) Zf the vertex i has a jump A = 1 xi(t) - 
xi(t - 1)1 at step t, then there exists a history ofjumps of at least equal size in previous 
steps. 
(b) If at step t, there exists a maximum jump A at vertex i then: 
(i) If xi(to + l)=Mi(to) * {Xi(t)}r>ro 7, {X,(t)}t~ta \ where CIE K realizes the 
minimum at step to; X,(to)=mi(to). 
(ii) Zf xi(to+ l)=mi(to) * {Xi(t)}r>to L, {X,(t)}tat,, /* where CCEK realizes the 
maximum at step to; X,(to)=Mi(to). 
Proof. (a) Suppose that vertex i goes up from zero, i.e. 
Xi(t- l)=O, Xi(t)=Mi(t-1). 
So, there exist vertices c(, /IE 6 such that 
X,(t-l)=mi(t-1), XD(t- l)=Mi(t- 1). 
Hence, A = Mi(t - 1). Now, if between steps [t - 1, t -21 vertex i is maximized then 
xa(t -2) ~0, so vertex c1 realizes a jump Mi(t - 1)-x,(t -2)> A. If i is minimized, 
xs(t-2)>0, SO vertex p realizes a jump xa(t-2)-mi(t- l)> -mi(t- l)>Mi(t-1)= A. 
By induction one concludes the proof. 
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(b) Let us prove (i), the other case is similar. 
If 
x~(rO + l)>x,(tO) * x,(tO + l)kxi(tO) 
* Xn(tlJ+ l)-X,(to)~Xi(to)-mi(to)>A, 
which is a contradiction, because A is maximum jump. So xb(tO + 1) < x,(te). On the 
other hand, one has xi(te + 1) = Mi(to)> xi(te). 
Suppose now t’> to is the first step where the monotonic property does not hold, i.e. 
Xa(t’)<Xg(t’- l)<mi(to)y Xi(t’)>Xi(t’-l)>Mi(to), 
but 
X,(t’ + 1) > X,(t’) or Xi(t’+ 1) <Xi(t’). 
If X,(t’+ l)>Xa(t’) holds, Xa(t’+ l)>Xi(t’)2Mi(to), SO X,(t’+ l)-X,(t’)aMi(t,)- 
mi(to)> A. By applying part (a), there exists at step to a jump A’~Mi(t~)--mi(t~)>A, 
which is a contradiction. 
If Xi(t’+ l)<Xi(t’) holds, Xi(t’+ l)<X,(t’)<WIi(to), SO Xi(t’)-Xi(t’+ 1)2Mi(to)- 
mi(to)> A, which concludes the proof. 0 
Let S, be the set of vertices with maximum jumps between steps t and t+ 1: 
S,=(iEK IXi(t)-Xi(t+1)1kIX,(t)-Xx,(t+l)(, SE{lf...,Tl}}. 
Clearly, S, = 8 implies x(t) = x(t + l), i.e. a fixed point. 
Let H(x(t)) be the operator 
Theorem 3.2. For synchronous iteration on G = (V, E) of NE rules 
x(t)#x(t+ 1) * H(x(t+ l))>H(x(t)). 
Proof. Clearly S,, 1 = SuS, such that SGU~=, SI and ScSt+r\UfEo SI, so 
AH=H(x(t+l))--(x(t)) 
where 
=tEu: s, cAH)i+ C maX{lxi(t+l)-MMi(t+l)l,(Xi(t+l)-rni(t+l)l}, t I 0 id 
(AH)i=max{lXi(t+l)-Mi(t+l)l,JXi(t+l)-mi(t+l)l} 
-max{ Ixi(t)-Mi(t)l, Ixi(t)-mi(t)l}. 
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We have to prove that x(t)#x(t + 1) * dH>O. Clearly, if iGS, maX{lXi(t+l)- 
Mi(t+1)1,Ixi(t+l)-mi(t+l)(}>O. TO analyse (dH)i, for ieu:=, SI, we study two 
cases. 
Case 1. Suppose iES,. 
Case 1.1. If xi(t+ l)=Mi(t), SO M,(t)-xi(t)<xi(t)--i(t) hence, the ith compo- 
nent of H(x(t)) is 
since kS, * ieut’i SI and 
=max{ lMi(t+ I)-M,(t)\, IMi(t)-FTli(t+ l)\}. 
Let US call A=M,(t)-xi(t) the jump of vertex i. Let CI, /?EK vertices where the 
minimum and the maximum at step t are realized, i.e. x,(t) = mi(t), x@(t) = Mi(t). Since 
A is maximum, x,(t + l)dmi(t). In fact, suppose x,(t + l)> mi(t), tl takes the maximum 
on its neighbor, so x,(t+ l)bxi(t), hence the jump at vertex ~1, at step t is x,(t+ l)- 
mi(t)axi(t)--i(t)> A, which is a contradiction. 
We conclude x,(t+ l)<mi(t) SO, mi(t+ l)<x,(t+ l)<mi(t), then 
Xi(t+ I)-mi(t+ l)>,Xi(t+ 1)-mi(t). 
Since 
Xi(t+ l)=Mf(t) * Mi(t)-mi(t+ l)>Mi(t)-mi(t)>Xi(t)-mi(t) 
tHtxCt + l)))i>(Hx(t))i. 
Case 2.2. If xi(t+ l)=mi(t), then xi(t)-mi(t)<Mi(t)-xi(t). Similar to the pre- 
vious case, Xp(t+ l)aMi(t). In fact if Xp(t+ l)<Mi(t) * Xfl(t+ l)<Xi(t), SO Mi(t)- 
x,(t + 1) 2 M,(t) - xi(t) > A, which is a contradiction. We conclude 
aMi(mi(t)>(H(X(t))i. 
Case 2. Suppose i$S, and k u t: A SI, i.e. vertex i had changed by a maximum jump 
at step, say to<t--1, id,,, i$ulctoSI. 
Case 2.1. At step to, vertex i jumps to the maximum. From Lemma 3.1(b), one 
gets {xdt’)}f,>toI and {xi(t’)} r’>t, 7. NOW, at step t we know that, mi(t)<x,(t) < 
mi(to) and xi(t) 2 Mi(to). 
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Furthermore, the case 
Xi(t+ l)=WIi(t) j Mi(to)=mi(to), 
which is impossible (mi(to)< Mi(to)). Then, xi(t + 1) = M,(t) or Xi(t + l)=Xi(t). Let US 
first analyse the case Xi(t+ l)=M,(t). Let YE K be the vertex which realizes the 
minimum at step t: Xy(t)=WIi(t). Clearly, x,(t)<xol(t). 
Suppose 
Xy(t+ l)>Xy(t)=WZi(t)y 
so 
hence 
X,(t+ l)-X,(t)=X,(t+ l)-mi(t)~Mi(to)-X,(t)Bd’=Mi(to)-mi(to)>d 
which implies, by Lemma 3.1(a) that at step t O, there exists a jump A’> A, which is 
a contradiction. So, 
X,(t+ l)<Xy(t)Gmi(t), 
mi(t+ l)<Xy(t+ l)<Wli(t) 
and 
Xi(t+ l)-WIi(t+ l)=Mi(t)-mi(t+ l)>Mi(t)-Wi(t) 
amax{ IXi(t)-mi(t)l, IMi(t)-xi(t)I}. 
Let us consider now the case xi(t + l)=xi(t). As in the previous case, we have 
xi(t + 1) = Xi(t) = M,(t). Let YE E be the vertex which realizes the minimum at step t, i.e. 
x,(t)=mi(t). Similar to the previous case, we have 
x,(t+ l)<x,(t)=mi(l), 
hence 
Xi(t+ l)-mi(t+ l)~M,(t)-mi(t)=maX{Mi(t)-Xi(t),Xi(t)--i(t)>, 
then (AH)i 2 0. 
Case 2.2. At step to, vertex i jumps to the minimum. From Lemma 3.1 (b), one gets 
x,(to)=Mi(to), {X,(f)}t,~fO 7 and {xi(Q},,>,O I, 
where CCE K realizes the maximum at step t o. We prove the result in a way similar to 
Case 2.1. 0 
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4. Conclusions 
We have studied, from the Lyapunov operators point of view, some automata 
which evolves synchronously by taking local extremes as new values. Concretely we 
exhibit a simple class, the Mm automata where the Lyapunov functional permits to 
prove convergence to fixed points in O(l VI’) steps. Furthermore, for the NE rule, we 
exhibit a Lyapunov operator which permits to recuperate the convergence result 
establishes in [l]. In fact, since H(x(t))=O(n2) and AHa 1, one gets s(a)=O(n2). 
The problem to associate Lyapunov functional with automata networks is import- 
ant in itself, because one may study the automata as a physical system, in this topic the 
evolution is a discrete process which minimizes the energy associated with the 
automaton. Other examples of this phenomenon and its applications can be seen in 
L-31. 
It will be interesting to determine a Lyapunov operator for the wide class of ER 
rules. We conjecture that there exists such an operator. Furthermore, a problem, 
closely related with the previous one determines whether or not there exists an 
automaton with exponential transient behavior. These two problems are still open. In 
this context we have studied in [2] a simpler update mode, the sequential iteration (i.e. 
one updates each node one by one in a prescribed order). For this case we exhibited 
a Lyapunov operator which allowed us to prove the convergence to fixed points and 
to determine an exponential bound for the transient time in the general case and 
a polynomial one for some particular rules [2]. 
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